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Mr. E.G. Igne -

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Els

Enclosed yo.1 will find the report on my visit to Turkey Point (and
a copy of my transnittal letter to Paul Shewmon).

Also I enclose my travel expense and compensation claim. Please
send that along to the proper people (submitting these claims remains
a mystery to me!),

s

Best regards.

Sinc ely yours,

OJJ
H ld Be ger, P.E.
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Advl.very Couni ttoo on Reac tor -Safeguards'

iSubcommittee on Metal Components

Consultant Report
'

-

Topics Inscrvice Inapection

Site Visit: Turktf Point - 4
Florida Power and Light
Florida City, Florida
Monday, November 8, 1982

Consultant: Harold Berger
Indt:strial Quality, Inc.

9832 Canal Road
P.O. Box 2397
Gaitheraburg, MD 20879
Tel. (301) 948-0332

Primary Conclusions:

My imprescions of the ISI in progress at Turkey Point were favorable.
The people involved, the inspection team, the utility and the NRC appear
capable and conscientious. The methods being used are representative of
proven NDT technology. Good ultrasonic records for the automated inspec-
tions are available and permit analysis of ultrasonic reflection signals
of any magnitude. - The potential for this is also good for hand-scanned
ultrasonic inspection.

Report:

At the request of E.G. Igne (ACRS) I visi;.ed the Turkey Point - 4
facility to observe some aspects of the in-service inspection (ISI)
being done by Southwest Research Institute. Jerome J. Blake of the NRC

.

Region-II office in Atlanta accompanied me on the v31f,.

On the day of the visit the Southwest Research Institute (SWRI) in-
service inspection team was working on a nozzle weld. Although there was
an equipment breakdown during the time Elake and I were in the containment
so that we did not actually see the equipment working, we saw the equipment
and discussed procedures and later reviewed the inspection records of
previous inspections.

The SWRI team is headed by David Roson, Inspection Engineer and Roy
Niemeyer, Inspection Supervisor. The team includes several Level I and II
ultrasonic inspectors. We also met and talked to the ISI people from
Florida Power and Lights Frank Carr of FP&L spent quite a bit of time with
us. FInnk is with a special ISI group that reports to the main FP&L organ-
ization and provides assistance to plants.
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Obviously this brief visit did not permit.a thorough review of the ISI
,

plan and results, nor was it intended for that purpose. In my view, the
visit was intended to permit me - and the Metal Components Subcommittee to
Cain a realistic appreciation for what is involved in an ISI. .

A way to structure this report is to model it after my previous ACRS s

report on ISI, following a Subcommittee meeting on ISI in Washington, Jan.
7, 1981; a copy of that rcport is enclosed. In that report, I commented
on four major items. It seems appropriate to comment on those same items in
this case.

.

The first item ms attitude or approach to the problem. My impressions
of the attitudes of the SWRI team and the FP&L ISI organization were very
favorable. Both groups seemed intent on doing a professioml job and dis-
covering and brin 6 ng to light any problem that would jeopardize t.he safety1

or operation of the facility. I'm not convinced this is characteristic of-
all the industry but it seemed ro in this case.

The second item concerned the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.
The inspection as specified by the Code has recently come up for criticism in
the Marshall Report in the UK, " Assessment of the Integrity of PWR Pressure
Vessels. " Fellow Subcommittee consultant Spencer Bush recently commented on
the Marshall Report in the October,1982 issue of NDT International (per my
suggestion to the journal editors); a copy of his article is enclosed. The
important point made by Spence is that the modifications now in place by virtue
of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.150 which suggest (require?) that lower level ultra-
sonic signals (20% instead of 100% DAC) be investigated, vastly improve the
reliability of the inspection. I agree with that conclusion. In the case of
this ISI and the procedures used by SWRI, I was impressed by the fact that
the records from the automated inspection of the pressure vessel include the
complete ultzasonic si nal so that further investigation can be made of a6
reflection si nal of any magnitude.6

The next issue is technical. The automated inspection includes ultra-
sonic interrogation at several angles and complete records of the ultrasonic
signals (both video records of the scope and paper recordings of signal
level - all versus transducer position). A new procedure in use at Turkey
Point is the use of a 70 dual element search unit to improve detection of
indications just under the ele' ding; the team was paying particular attention
to that critical area. I did not witness any hand-scan ultInsonic inspections;

that is where much of the action is. We discussed the procedures now used;
they depend strongly on the operator's capability, alertness, etc. A new SWRI
(about a year or two in existence) training program in San Antonio (11 weeks,
4 nights a week) has provided SWRI with many new, well trained ultrasonic
technicians so that Roson believed that the urgent need for trained inspectors
that was evident a few years ago is now under control. I found it instruc-
tive that at the time of my visit to Turkey Point, there were seven SWRI

inspection teams in the field; this testifies that SWRI has a good reservoir

of trained inspection people and a huge investment in equipment. On the. matter
of improvements in the hand-scanning procedures, SWRI is experimenting with
and has used in a few instances (an experience in Sweden was cited) their
relatively new Search Unit TIacking and Recording System (SUTARS). This
inchdes an acoustic method for tracking the location (position and skew) of
the hand-scanned search unit; automatic recording of the sig;nal and location

provide an inspection record and scme proof that the entire weld (or other

!
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inapi.ction area) ats : e tuned. It also relieves the opomtor of record keep-
, , ing, measuring, etc. , which reduces the potential radiation exposure of the

operator (s). This approach, under development by SWRI, Cenoml Dynamics
and others, offers good prospects for the future. The only other technical
item I mi ht coment on concerned the calibmtion procedures for the ultra-6
sonic inspection. The procedures called for. calibmtion at the start of an ,

inspection, at shif t ch,nges and at other times when appropriate. The cali-
bration block , for the vessel, nozzles, etc. are not those used in the

- original inspections by the mnufacturer (Westinghouse); those were retained
by the ranufacturer. These blocks were fabricated later by FP&L and retained
by the utility. The ponsibilities for differences in ultmsonic response
between the actual reactor com' onents and the blocks give one pause. However,p
the clcan ultrasonic response of the si nals I saw and the assumnce by the -6
opomtors that they observed no significant differences in ultmsonic response-
help 6et us through the difficult calibration problem.

The fourth issue is what I called monitoring assurance. In this case
the best assurances of a good inspection job were the attitudes and capabilities
of the inspection tcan and the FP&L personnel (Frank Carr, for example,.has been
involved in nuclear inspections for more than a decade and seemed quite know-
lodgeable), I also noticed that Jerry Blake of the NRC was well known to all
these people - meaning that he and his people are visible and do keep an eye
open for trouble spots. The assurance provided by the permanent inspection
records of the automated ultmsonic system also helped. If we could get to
that point with the hand-scanned ultrasonic inspecticns - and the potential is-
clearly there - we'd have even more assumnce about the adequacy of the inspec-
tion.
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Comments on inadoquecy of ASIViE coole
NDE rcquirernento cited in Marshall Report
Dear sir, I.et us return to the Marshall Report conclusion and examine

One of the conclusions in the second Marshall Report, it in the context of the purpose of the report. It willbe the

A ssessment of the integrity ofPh'R pressure ressels, cornerstone of the public hearingsjustifying the acceptance
of the PWR. I consider the NDE and other conclusions asexpressly cast doubt on the adequacy of ASME Code

requirements for the nondestructive examination (NDE)of being like Caesar's wife; namely, they must be above reproach.

pressure vessels dz;
IfI apply this approach to the ASME Ill and XI Nor require.
ments, they will fail because of the rigorous measurement

'The inspection requirements outlined in ASME Code enteria. Obviously Professor Cottrell's comments on the
Section III and XI and in addition vendor requirements first Marshall Report were substantive input.

,

in the USA do not form an adequate basis for the inspec-
tion of a UK PWR vessel during fabrication and service.' I visualize several questions inherent in the Marshall Report

c nclusi n as it applies to volumetric examination such as:
Obdously this is a very sweepir g indictment. I shan
attems t to establish whether it i correct completely, or in e adequacy of ASME 111 radiographic testing (RT)
part,or not at allin the context of pressure vessel safe'y. requirements

The ccnclusion that NDE may not be adequate is not new e adequacy of current ASME XI ultrasonic testing
- here I use NDL in the generic sense of volumetric or

o near field (near surface) flaw detection.surface examinations. For example,the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards wrote a letter in November 1965 The preceding questions need to be examined in the context
that had far reaciung u, nplications, including the establish. of the totality of examinations versus the code require-
ment of ASME XI. The pertinent paragraph from this letter ments. For example, RT can miss tight cracks, cracks angled
I U ** from the normal and irregular cracks. Ilowever,in fabrica-

'The Committee believes with the industry,that the tion magnetic particle (MT) and penetrant testing (IT) are

probability of a sudden major pressure vessel failure used to detect such cracks before completion. Furthermore,

leading to breaching the containment is very low. Never. since the detection of an embedded crack by UT during the

theless,it seems desirable and possible to make some llatch vessel pre.serdce examination, vessel fabricators have

pronsions in future designs against this very unlikely usually conducted tT dunng fabrication so that vessels

accident. generally have two ti pre.sernce examinations.

1 To reduce further the already small probability of F- -iders (7 and RT as complementary, the signifi.

| pressure vessel failure, the Committee suggests that the 'on defects should be detected. An obvious

industry and the AEC give still further attention to 9AC(Distance Amplitude Correction) level.

methods and details of stress analysis, to the develop. it 100% DAC is not appropriate. I have
ea to get it changed to 20% DACin the regions ofment and implementation ofimproved methods of a , . . ..r

inspection during fabrication and vessel service life, and fracture mechanics significance - near the surface. In fact,

to the improvement of means for evaluating the factors an Industry Task Force responding to Regulatory Guide

that may affect the nil ductility transition temperature 1.150 on UI suggests code change to 20% DAC on the

and the propagation of flaws during vessel life.' inner wall surface region.

Thisletter had far reaching consequences. The AEC- The next question is the adequacy of the trr at a 20% DAC
sponsored lleavy Section Steel Technology (HSST) pro- level. I am aware of the PISC data indicating that the

,

'

grammeled to major gainsin understanding of vessel failure. ASME XI procedure is unsatisfactory. However, the PISC
implications of flaws,and fracture mechanisms.The Industry and other studies point out the significant variables of cali.
Cooperative Program (ICP) prodded the baekground for bration, signal-to-noise ratio, and, very importantly, the
current ASME XI ultrasonic testing (tT) techniques operators. In the PISC exercise the average nlues for flaw

| through the nrious programmes u hich included in-service detection from all teans for the code procedure were well
'

inspection 17 techniques.adunced NDE and the Pressure below the averages of so-cJed advanced LT tectniques.
Vessel Research Committee round robins,the precursor to What is unsaid is that teams tranal in the ASMI. XI
the PISC programmes. The HSST fracture mechanisms and technique had defect detection probabilities (DDP) as good
ICP snt need to be considered jointly in establishing vessel as individual teams using the adunced techniques, while

behanour and failure probabihty. teams unfamihar with the ASME procedure did very poorly

i 0308-9126/82/050263-02 $03.00 01982 Butterworth & Co (Publishers) Ltd
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tinourh a tombiruti in of pn.htcio m cahhiavn.i. .md signal . lated deluts presumably missed by wi m the u.nte.: ot'-
'

interpactati.m vi that the meiali l lil' un ymre pier. I linear clastic os clastic plastic fracture mcdunics to e ub.
'

. iccogniec :his sensitisity to the oi erator and wouli! prefer lish one's bfcty margins under wrious loading conditions.,

-| to see adecputely trained operato:s used or a signal auto.
, I bdieve the basic ASMii XI 17 procedure mo lified to 20'4nution process to muunnie criors m mte.iiretation.. . DAC with experienced operators will have an acceptable

I believe that the ASME XI t's ted.nique modified to use reliability of detection of fahnc' tion and operati.inall:.-

Nr4 DAC and with the best expciicnced operators can - induced der cts. I conteile that equirinent,calihiation and
t adijeve a very high seliability ofiletection. Iliis was found operators need to be optimi/cd because any of these uPutdes :4

. to be true in the various PVRC thick plate -innd robins, can grossly seduce the level of deicetion. The basic problem
' in .1SC-1,in various piping round robins and in the UK is one of achieving the optimum conditions. If they are

Ikfect Detection Tests. Obsiously it would be highly achieved, a modified ASMli XI is acceptable. If not, then
,

d esirable to achieve an osciallimprovement so tlut all the procedure is inadequate. With the suggested revisions Iq

operators have acceptable Oaw detection reliability. Other. feel that. contrary to the Marshall Report conclusion,' -

than automating the signal. I see no shoit.tcint ajiptoach. ASMI: NI does provide an acceptabic basis for the inspec.,

|- One area which I feel ASMii XI has sirtmily ignored is tion of reactor pressure vessels.
,

j detection of near surface defects under the vessel cladding.
1his is significant in the context of the current concern Yours faithfully- -

; with pressurized thermal shock. Iligh ancle longitudinal
wave when used with specific probes has'bcen quite Spencer II. Ilush;'

Senior Staff Consultanti succe sfulin detecting near surface flaws. It should be
flattelle Pacific Northwest laboratoriesi recoenized that ASMii XI permits use of alternate

tech $iiques. Richland-

Washington 99352.
; I inally. it is necessary to examine the significance of postu. USA
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Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards*

Subcommittee on Metal Ccaponents

/ Consultant Report
*

,

Topic: Inservice Inspection (ISI)

Meeting: ACRS Subcommittee on Metal Components, meeting in
ifashington, DC, January 7, 1981.

Consultant: Harold Berger, Office of NDE
National Bureau of Standards
liashington, DC 20234
Tel . (301) 921-3331

Primary Conclusions:

It appears that NRC assurance is only marginal that ISI is being done
well - and in such a way as to assure safe operation of nuclear facilities.
Deficiencies in, and the minimal nature of the B&PV Code indicate that
additional regulatory guides to improve ultrasonic inspection methodology
are desirable. Such action would bring up the minimal level of ISI perfor-
mance and contribute to continued safe operation of the nation's nuclear
energy plants. Developments to improve ultrasonic detection and sizing of
defects are also encouraged. On the matter of NRC monitoring of the industry,
this consultant believes that serious consideration should be given to NRC
certification of ISI inspectors and to the possible use of surprise ISI in-
spections by NRC personnel or contractors. All these actions are designed
to improve the inspection performance for those utilities who have adopted
a minimum effort attitude. Although these suggestions will increase the
cost of inspection to the utilities as a whole, the greater safety assurance
could reduce some regulatory procedures and result in a net saving to the
utility industry.

Report:

The stated purpose of the meeting on Inservice Inspection (ISI) was to
review the NRC Staff and industry procedures for ISI, particularly ultrasonic
techniques for reactor coolant pressure boundary components. The overall
issue, of course, is whether or not ISI requirements as imposed by NRC are
really accomplishing anything to assure safe operation of nuclear systems.
I found the review informative. I see the issues falling into four categories,
each of which is covered in the following paragraphs.
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Attitude or approach to the problem is to me a central point. If all
,

utilities and inspection organizations approached the ISI and safety issue
as did the two organizations represented at the meeting, our problems would,

be minimal. We all realized, however, that NRC must assure the adequacy of
the ISI performed by the many other organizations involved in nuclear work,
many of whom try to get by with the minimum possible. Themfore, detailed-
ISI guidelines and procedures and monitoring must be put in place by NRC. '

The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code is a second major item because
this is essentially incorporated into the federal regulation. The report from
Battelle Pacific NW Laboratory, about the impact of the 1977-78 Code change on
the reduction of sensitivity and. reliability of piping ISI was shocking. This
means that NRC, properly, must apply guidelines for such inspections over and
above the requirements of the Code.

A third issue is technical. Do we have available the inspection equipment
and people to do a credible job? Again, if we take the two high level organi-
zations at the meeting as models, we would have to offer a guarded yes. The re-
ply is guarded because it is clear that badly oriented defects or defects in
" noisy," attenuating material such as cast stainless steel can indeed escape de-tection. The reply is guarded also because one measure of technical capabilityis the ability to repeat data. The article distributed at the meeting, " Relia-
bility Versus Reproducibility," by Allen Whiting, addressed this issue. On page
3 of this report experience is discussed with some 700 geometrical indicitions
found during preservice and inservice inspections. Defect indications here re-
peatable 94 percent of the time within an amplitude scatter band of +6dB.

-
This

result is from a capable inspection organization. One wonders if it is " good
enough" and what sir,ilar results from average inspection organizations :ight be.
The issue of sizing defects also presents serious technical problems; c c~ urate
sizing is difficult with present ultrasonic ~ techniques. The operator orcolem
also comes up; operator certification is a mixed bag, one that depends on the
attitudes of the organizations involved. My impression is that present ultr,asonic
methodology is marginally acceptable and that we have paid little attention ~tothe operator qualification issue. One could argue that NRC itself should certifyoperators for ISI.

The fourth issue is what I call monitoring assurance. NRC is, I assume,
charged with the responsibility to assure the safety of nu;: lear systems. In the
context of this discussion, that means NRC must be satisfied with the quality _ of
inspection. We heard from Joe Collins about the NRC monitoring program. My im-
pression was that the present monitoring procedure is not adequate. By Collins'
admission, a difficult inspection problem can be delayed until the NRC inspe: tor

-

leaves. Obviously, an inspection operator is on his best behavior during that
small percentage of the t:me the NRC inspector is looking over his shoulder. It
seems to me that monitoring assurance can only come from either foolproof systems,

(and here, some of the remotely operated systems described by Southwest Research
and Rochester G&E may apply) or occassional repeat tests by different organizations
(whose allegiance is to NRC rather than the utility). Has NRC ever sporsored an
ISI inspection to follow up the one done by a utility or its representative? Iam aware of only one (partial) case of this nature. I believe that a few surprise
inspections by NRC-hired inspection crews might change some industry attitudes.-

-.-__ . . - . - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ __


